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Abstract. Effective testing involves preparing test oracles and test cases, two
activities which are too tedious to be effectively performed by humans, yet for
the most part remain manual. The AutoTest unit testing framework automates
both, by using Eiffel contracts — already present in the software — as test
oracles, and generating objects and routine arguments to exercise all given
classes; manual tests can also be added, and all failed test cases are
automatically retained for regression testing, in a “minimized” form retaining
only the relevant instructions. AutoTest has already detected numerous hitherto
unknown bugs in production software.
Keywords: automated software engineering, automatic testing, testing
frameworks, regression testing, constraint satisfaction, Eiffel, Design by
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1 Overview: a session with AutoTest
Testing remains, in the practice of software development, the most important part of
quality assurance. It’s not a particularly pleasant part, especially because of two tasks
that consume much of the effort: preparing test cases (the set of values chosen to
exercise the program) and test oracles (the criteria to determine whether a test run has
succeeded). Since these tasks are so tedious, testing is often not thorough enough, and
as a consequence too many bugs remain. A survey by the US National Institute of
Standards and Technology [22] added a quantitative touch to this observation by
boldly assessing the cost of inadequate software testing for 2002 at $59.5 billion, or
0.6% of the US GNP. One of the principal obstacles is the large amount of manual
work still involved in the testing process. Recent years have seen progress with the
advent of testing frameworks such as JUnit [13] which, however, only automate test
management and execution, not the most delicate and tedious parts. Further
improvements to the effectiveness of testing require more automation.
The testing framework described in this article, AutoTest, permits completely
automated unit testing, applied to classes (object-oriented software components). The
only input required of a user of AutoTest is the list of classes to be tested. This is
possible because of two properties of object technology as realized in Eiffel [18]:

•

•

Each class represents a set of possible run-time objects and defines the set of
features applicable to them; the testing framework can (thanks to the power of
today’s computers) generate large numbers of sample objects and perform large
numbers of feature calls on them. This takes care of test case generation.
Classes are equipped with contracts [17] [20], specifying expected behavior,
which can be monitored during execution. This takes care of test oracles [3].

Figure 1: Sample AutoTest output
A typical use of AutoTest (from the command line) is
auto_test time_limit compilation_options BANK_ACCOUNT STRING LINKED_LIST

where time_limit is the maximum time given to AutoTest for exercising the software,
compilation_options is the control file (generated by the EiffelStudio session and thus
already present) governing compilation of a system, and the remaining arguments are
names of classes to be tested. AutoTest will also exercise any other classes on which
these classes depend directly or indirectly, for example library components.
This information suffices to specify an AutoTest session which will, in the prescribed
time, test the given classes and their features, using various heuristics to maximize
testing effectiveness; it will evaluate the contracts and log any contract violations or
other failures. At the end of the session, AutoTest reports all failures, using by default
the HTML format illustrated in figure 1. Most failures reflect bugs in the software.
In the example results, some classes are marked in red 1 : all three classes under test,
some classes with manual tests (as explained next), and two of the supporting classes
(PERSON and SPECIAL). Such a mark indicates that a test case for one or more
features triggered a failure. Expanding the tree node shows the offending features: for
BANK_ACCOUNT feature make was OK (green), but deposit had failures. Clicking
the name of this feature displays, on the right side of the figure, the details of these
failures. For each failed test, this includes a witness: a test scenario, automatically
generated by AutoTest, which triggered the failure. The beginning of the first witness
appears in figure 1, as part of a class GENERATED_TEST_CASE (the context is
visible in figure 1) generated by AutoTest. Scrolling shows the offending instructions:

Figure 2: An automatically generated test witness leading to a failure
This automatically generated code creates an instance of PERSON and another of
BANK_ACCOUNT (whose creation refers to the person, v_66, as the owner of the
account), then deposits a negative amount — causing a precondition violation in a
called routine, as detailed in the next subwindow, which (after scrolling) shows the
failure trace:

1

In a B&W printout these six classes appear with darker ellipses. All others except one have
green ellipses, appearing lighter; this indicates that no failure occurred. SYSTEM_STRING
has a gray ellipse indicating that no test was performed.

Figure 3: Failure trace
Failure witnesses, as in figure 2, appear in a minimized form. AutoTest may
originally have detected the failure through a longer sequence of calls, but will then
compute a minimal sequence that leads to the same result. This helps AutoTest users
understand and correct the bug by reducing it to a simpler case. Minimization is also
critical for regression testing: AutoTest records all failure scenarios and re-tests them
in all subsequent test runs; but since the path to a failure often goes through many
irrelevant detours, it is essential for the efficiency of future test runs to remove these
detours, keeping only the instructions that take part in causing the failure. AutoTest
uses a slicing technique (see e.g. [25]) for witness minimization.
In the case of deposit in class BANK_ACCOUNT the bug was planted, for purposes of
illustration. But AutoTest routinely finds real, unexpected bugs in production
software. This is indeed apparent on the example where STRING and LINKED_LIST,
basic library classes, appear in red. The corresponding bugs, since corrected, were
unknown until AutoTest was applied to these classes. In each case they affected a
single feature. For STRING the feature is adapt:

Figure 4: Test witness for bug in STRING class

(Bug explanation: adapt is is a little-used operation, applicable when a programmer
has defined a descendant MY_STRING of the basic library class STRING: it is invalid
to assign a manifest string written in the usual notation "Some Explicit Characters",
of type STRING, to a variable of type MY_STRING, but adapt will yield an equivalent
object of type MY_STRING. Figure 4 shows the test witness, revealing a bug: adapt
should include a precondition requiring a non-void argument. Without it, adapt
accepts a void argument but passes it on to a routine share that demands non-void.)
While AutoTest, as illustrated, provides extensive mechanisms for automated test
generation, the framework also supports manual tests. The two approaches are
complementary, one providing breadth, the other depth: automatic tests are good at
exercising components much more extensively than a human tester would ever
accomplish; manual tests can take advantage of domain knowledge to test specific
scenarios that an automatic mechanism would not have the time to reach. AutoTest
closely combines the two strategies:
•
•

The framework records manual tests and re-runs them in every session, along
with the manual tests.
Any failed automatic test becomes part of the manual test suite, to be re-run in the
future for regression testing. This reflects what we take as a software engineering
principle: any failed execution is a significant event of a project’s history, and
must become an indelible element of the project’s memory.

These are the basic ideas behind AutoTest as seen by its users. To make them
practically useful, AutoTest provides a full testing infrastructure. In particular:
•
•

The architecture is multi-process: the master AutoTest process is only in charge
of starting successive test runs in another process. This allows AutoTest to
continue if any particular test crashes.
For automatic tests, AutoTest uses a combination of strategies to increase the
likelihood of finding useful contract violations. Strategies include adaptive
random testing [6], which we have generalized to objects by introducing a notion
of “object distance”, the reliance on boolean queries to extract significant abstract
object state, and techniques borrowed from program proving and constraint
satisfaction to avoid spurious test cases (those violating a routine precondition).
These techniques are detailed in the following sections.

Two limitations of the current state of the AutoTest work should be mentioned. First,
the framework focuses on the testing of individual program components; it does not
currently address such issues as GUI testing. Second, although this paper includes
some experimental results, we do not profess to have decisive quantitative evidence
of AutoTest’s effectiveness at finding bugs, or of its superiority to other approaches.
Our efforts so far have been directed at building the framework and making it
practical. More systematic collection of empirical results is now in progress.

As a compensation for these limitations it is important to note that AutoTest is not an
exploratory prototype but a directly usable system, built with the primary objective of
helping practicing developers find bugs early. The tool has already found numerous
previously unknown bugs in libraries used in deployed production systems.
This is possible because what AutoTest examines is software as it actually exists,
without any special instrumentation. Other tools using some of the same general ideas
(see section 8 for references on previous work) generally require software that has
been especially prepared for testing; for example, Java code as it is commonly written
does not include contracts, and so must be extended with JML (Java Modeling
Language) assertions, or special “repOk” routines representing class invariants, to
lend itself to contract-based testing; in the case of “model-based testing”, test
generation is only possible if someone has produced a detailed model of the intended
behavior, based for example on Statecharts. It is not easy in practice to impose such
extra work on projects. It is even harder to guarantee, assuming a model was initially
produced, that the project will keep it up to date as the software changes. AutoTest in
contrast takes existing software, which in Eiffel typically has the contracts. Of course
these contracts are often not exhaustive, and the quality of AutoTest’s results will
improve with the quality of the contracts; but even with elementary contracts,
experience shows that AutoTest finds significant bugs.
The following sections describe the concepts behind AutoTest.
To apply AutoTest to their own software, and to reproduce, criticize or extend our
results, readers can download AutoTest both as a binary and (under an open-source
license) in source form from the AutoTest page [1].

2 Automated testing
The phrase “automated testing” is widely used, to describe techniques which
automate various aspects of the process. It is important to clarify the terminology. The
following components of the testing activity can be the target of automation:
1.

2.

Test management and execution: even if test data and oracles are known, just
setting up a test session and running the tests can be a labor-intensive task for a
large system or library. Test execution frameworks, working from a description
of the testing process, can perform that process automatically.
Failure recovery: this is an important addition to the previous step, allowing
testing to continue even if a test case causes execution to fail — as is bound to
happen with a large set of test cases and a large system. Producing failures is
indeed among the intended outcomes of the testing process, as a way to uncover
bugs, but this shouldn’t stop the testing process itself. Automating this aspect
requires using at least two communicating processes, one driving the test plan
and the other performing the tests. The first one should not fail; the second one
may fail, but will then be restarted after results have been logged.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Regression testing: after a change, re-running an appropriate subset of earlier
tests is a fundamental practice of a good testing process. It can be automated if an
infrastructure is in place for recording test cases and test results.
Script-driven GUI testing: after recording a user’s inputs during an interactive
session, run the session again without human intervention.
Test case minimization: after a failed test run, devise the shortest possible test
run that produces the same failure. This facilitates debugging and is, as noted,
particularly important for regression testing.
Test case generation.
Test oracle generation: determining whether a test run has passed or failed.

As used most commonly in the literature “automated testing” denotes some
combination of applications 1 to 3 in this list. They are a prerequisite for more
advanced applications, and indeed supported by AutoTest; but AutoTest also
addresses 5, 6 and 7 which, as noted, correspond to the most delicate and timeconsuming of testing, and hence are of particular importance.
Because AutoTest is directed at the testing of software components through their API,
script-driven GUI testing (4) is, as noted, beyond its current scope.

3 The testing process
Automatic component testing involves several steps:
• Generating inputs; for the testing of O-O software components this will mean
generating objects.
• Selecting a subset of these objects for actual testing.
• Selecting arguments for the features to be called on these objects.
• Running the tests.
• Assessing the outcome, pass or fail.
• Logging relevant outcomes, in particular failures.
The following describes the strategies used for the most delicate of these steps.
3.1 Creating target objects
Testing a class means, for AutoTest, testing a number of routine calls on instances of
the class. Constructing such a call, the basic unit of AutoTest execution, requires both
a target object and, if the routine takes arguments, values for these arguments. We
first consider the issue of generating objects.
AutoTest will generate objects and retain them in an object pool for possible later
reuse. The general strategy, when an object of type T is needed — as target of a call,
but also possibly as argument to a routine — is the following, where some steps
involve pseudo-random choices based on preset frequencies.

The first step is to decide whether to create a new instance of T. This is necessary if
the pool does not contain any object of a type conforming to T, but may also happen,
based on pseudo-random choice, if such objects are available; the aim in this case is
to diversify the object pool.
If the decision is to create an object, the algorithm will:
•
•
•
•

Choose one of the creation procedures (constructors) of the class.
Choose argument values for this procedure, if needed, using the strategies
defined below. Note that some of these arguments may represent objects, in
which case the algorithm will call itself recursively.
Call the creation procedure with the selected arguments. This might cause a
failure (duly logged by AutoTest), but normally will produce an object.
Choose for the test an object from the pool — not necessarily the one just created.

To achieve further diversification, AutoTest chooses after certain test executions —
again with a preset frequency — to call a modifier feature on a randomly selected
object, with the sole purpose of creating one or more new objects for the pool. This is
in addition to the diversification that occurs already as part of performing the tests,
since all objects produced by feature calls are added to the pool.
Various settable parameters control the choices involved in the algorithm.
The approach just described differs from strategies used in earlier work. For example
Korat [4] directly sets object fields to create all non-isomorphic inputs, up to a certain
bound, for a routine under test. This may lead to the creation of meaningless objects
(not satisfying the class invariant), requiring filtering, or of objects that actual
executions would not normally create. In contrast, AutoTest obtains objects by calling
creation procedures of the class, then its routines; hence it will only create objects
similar to those resulting from normal runs of the application.
3.2 Selecting routine arguments
Many routine calls require arguments. These can be either object references or basic
values; in Eiffel the latter are instances of “expanded” types such as INTEGER,
BOOLEAN, CHARACTER, INTEGER and REAL.
For objects, the strategy is as described above: get an object from the pool, or create a
new object.
For basic values, the current strategy is to select randomly from a set of values preset
for each type. For example the preset values for INTEGER include 0, the minimum
and maximum integer values, +/−1, +/−2, +/−10, +/−100, and a few others.

Benefits expected from this approach include: ease of implementation and
understanding; lack of bias; and speed of execution, which ultimately translates into
an increased number of test runs.
While these techniques have given good results so far, we intend to conduct a more
systematic and quantitative assessment of the choices involved, using two
complementary criteria: which choices actually uncover hitherto unknown bugs; and,
as an estimate of the likelihood of finding new bugs in the future, how fast they
uncover known bugs.
3.3 Adaptive random testing and object distance
The strategies just described for choosing objects and other values are random.
Adaptive random testing (ART) has been proposed by Chen et al. [6] to improve on
random selection through techniques that spread out the selected values over the
corresponding intervals. For example, integers should be evenly spaced. Experimental
results show that ART applied to integer arguments does yield more effective tests.
Work on ART has so far only considered inputs of primitive types such as integers,
for which this notion of evenly spaced values has an immediate meaning: the inputs
belong to a known interval with a total order relation. But in object-oriented
programming many of the interesting inputs are objects or object references, for which
there is no total order. How do we guarantee that a set of objects is “representative” of
the available possibilities in the same way as equally spread integers?
To address this issue we have defined [9] a notion of object distance to determine
how “far” an object is from another, and use it as a basis for object selection
strategies. The object distance is a normalized weighted sum of the following three
properties, for two objects o1 and o2:
• The distance between their types, based on the length of the path from one type to
the other in the inheritance graph, and the number of non-common fields.
• The distance between the immediate (non-reference) values of their matching
fields, using a simple notion of distance for basic types (difference for integers,
Levenshtein distance for strings).
• For matching fields involving references to other objects, their object distances,
computed recursively.
Although the released version of AutoTest (leading to the results reported below)
does not yet use adaptive random testing, we have added ART, with the object
distance as defined, for inclusion in future releases. The first evaluations appear to
indicate that ART with object distance does bring a significant improvement to the
testing process.

3.4 Contracts as oracles
Test oracles decide whether a test case has passed or failed. Devising oracles can, as
noted, be one of the most delicate and time-consuming aspects of testing. In testing
Eiffel classes, we do not write any separate description for oracles, but simply use the
contracts already present in Eiffel.
Contracts state what conditions the software must meet at certain points of the
execution and they can be evaluated at runtime. They include:
• The precondition of a routine, stating the conditions to be established (by the
callers) before any of its executions.
• The postcondition of a routine, stating conditions to be established (by the routine)
after execution.
• The invariant of a class, stating conditions that instances of the class must fulfill
upon creation (after execution of a creation procedure) and then before and after
executions of exported routines.
The Design by Contract approach [17] [20] does not require a fully formal
specification; contracts can be partial. In practice, preconditions tend to be exhaustive,
because without them routines could be called incorrectly; postconditions and class
invariants are more or less extensive depending on the developer’s style. But as
Chalin’s analysis [5] of both public-domain and commercial software shows, Eiffel
programmers do use contracts (accounting overall for 4.4% of the code); this provides
AutoTest with a significant advantage over approaches where specifications of the
software’s intent must be added before testing can proceed.
Contracts take the form of boolean expressions augmented, in the case of
postconditions, by “old” expressions to express the relationship between the final
state of a routine’s execution to its initial state, as in a postcondition clause of the
form counter = old counter + 1. Because boolean expressions can rely on function
calls, contracts can express arbitrarily complex properties.
Because contracts use valid expressions of the programming language, they can be
evaluated during execution. This property — which has always been central in the
Eiffel approach to debugging — enables AutoTest to use contracts as oracles. To
understand this more precisely, it is necessary to consider the relationship of contract
violations to bugs:
• Since establishing a precondition is the responsibility of a routine’s client (caller),
its violation signals a possible bug in the client.
• Conversely, a postcondition or invariant violation signals a possible bug in the
supplier.
(In both cases the violation establishes a “possible” bug because the error can
occasionally be due to an inappropriate contract rather than to an inappropriate
implementation.) This means that if we consider the execution of AutoTest as a game
aimed at finding as many bugs as possible we must distinguish between favorable and
unfavorable situations:

1.
2.
3.

A postcondition or invariant violation is a win for AutoTest: it has uncovered a
possible bug in the routine being called.
A precondition violation, for a routine, called directly by AutoTest as part of its
strategy, is a loss: the object and argument generation strategy has failed to
produce a legitimate call. The call will be aborted; AutoTest has wasted time.
If, however, a routine r legitimately called by AutoTest, directly or indirectly,
attempts to call another routine with its precondition violated, this is evidence of
a problem in r, not in AutoTest: we are back to a win as in case 1.

AutoTest’s strategy must be, as a consequence, to minimize occurrences of direct
precondition violations (case 2), and to maximize the likelihood of cases 1 and 3. All
violations matching these cases will be logged, together with details about the
context: exact contract clause being violated, full stack trace. This information is very
useful for interpreting the results of an AutoTest session: determining whether the
violation signals a bug, and if it is (the most usual case), correcting the bug.
3.5 Test case minimization
For regression testing, it is important to record any scenario that has been found — at
any time in the life of a project — to produce a failure. The naïve solution of
preserving the original scenario is, as noted, generally impractical, since the sequence
leading to the bug could be very long, involving many irrelevant instructions.
AutoTest includes a minimization algorithm, which attempts to derive a scenario
made of a minimal set of instructions that still triggers the bug. The basic idea is to
retain only the instructions that involve the inputs (target object and arguments) of the
routine where the bug was found. Having found such a candidate minimum, AutoTest
executes it to check that it indeed reproduces the bug; if not, it retains the original.
While this process is not guaranteed to yield a minimum, it is guaranteed to yield a
scenario that triggers the failure. Our experiments show that in practice the algorithm
reduces the size of bug-reproducing examples by several orders of magnitude.

4 Integration of manual and automatic tests
No human input can match the power of an automatic strategy to generate thousands
or millions of test cases, relentlessly exercising software components. In some cases,
however, humans just know what kind of inputs to look for. A typical example is a
parsing component taking as output a long string representing a program or program
part. Automatic argument generation strategies are unlikely to generate interesting
inputs in such a case.
AutoTest is not just a test case generation tool but a general testing framework, and
closely integrates manual tests with automatic ones. The node labeled “Manual unit
tests” at the top level of the tree on the left of figure 1 can be expanded to show
details of manual tests.

AutoTest, as already noted, turns any failed test scenario into a manual test, and runs
all manual tests at the beginning of a session. During test execution, no distinction is
made between the two kinds; for example, manual tests contribute to the object pool
and participate in object diversification as described in section 3. [14] contains more
details on the integration of the two strategies.

5 Experimental results
Table 1 shows some results of applying AutoTest (without manually added tests) to a
number of libraries and applications.
EiffelBase is the basic library of data structures and algorithms [19]; Gobo [2] is
another set of libraries, partly covering the same ground as EiffelBase, and partly
complementary. Both are widely used, including in commercial applications. Results
for these libraries are shown both for each library as a whole and for some of its
clusters (sub-libraries).
EWG (Eiffel Wrapper Generator), available for several years, is an open-source
application for producing Eiffel libraries by wrapping C libraries.
The other two are much more recent, which probably explains the higher number of
failures. One is a set of classes for specifying high-level properties, using the Perfect
Developer proof system. DoctorC is an open-source application.
The figures in the last two columns of the table were extracted directly from the
information that AutoTest outputs at the end of every testing session.
On the other hand the “number of bugs” (second column) can only result from human
interpretation, to determine whether each failure really corresponds to a bug. It should
be noted, however, that so far there are essentially no false alarms — such as affect,
for example, the results of many static analyzers — in AutoTest’s results: almost
every violation reflects either an implementation bug or a contract that does not
express the intended effect of the implementation (and hence is also a bug, although it
has no effect on execution).
A significant proportion of the bugs currently found by AutoTest have to do with
“void” issues: failure of the code to protect itself against feature calls on void (null)
targets. This issue should go away with the next version of Eiffel, which will handle it
statically as part of the type system [21]; but in the meantime the prevalence of such
bugs in the results highlights the importance of the problem, and AutoTest enables
developers to remove many potential run-time crashes resulting from void calls.

Tested library/
application

Number
of bugs
found

Routines causing
failures /
Total tested
routines

Failed tests/
total tests

EiffelBase: all

127

6.40%
(127/1984)

3.8% (1513/39615)

EiffelBase:
kernel

16

4.6% (16/343)

1.3% (204/15140)

EiffelBase:
Support

23

10.7% (23/214)

5.1% (166/3233)

EiffelBase:
Data structures

88

6.3% (88/1400)

5.4% (1143/21242)

Gobo: all

26

4.4% (26/585)

3.7% (2928/79886)

Gobo: XML

17

3.8% (17/441)

3.7% (2912/78347)

Gobo: Math

9

6.2% (9/144)

1% (16/1539)

Specification
Library for
Perfect
Developer

72

14.1% (72/510)

49.6%
(12860/25946)

DoctorC

15

45.4% (15/33)

14.3% (1283/8972)

EWG

8

10.38% (8/77)

1.32% (43/3245)

Table 1. AutoTest results for some libraries and applications

6 Optimization
The effectiveness of the automatic testing strategy described above is highly
dependent on the quality of the object pool. We are currently investigating abstractquery partitioning (AQP) as a way to improve this quality. The following is an
outline of AQP; see [16] for more details.

A partitioning strategy divides the space of possible object states, for a certain class,
into a set of disjoint sub-spaces, and directs automatic testing to pick objects from
every sub-space. For this be useful, the sub-spaces must be representative of the
various cases that may occur during executions affecting these objects.
AQP takes into account the special nature of object-oriented software where,
typically, a class is characterized (among other features) by a set of boolean-valued
queries returning information on the state. Examples are is_overdraft for a bank
account class, is_empty for a list or other data structure class, and after, expressing
that the cursor is after the last element, for a class representing lists or other structures
with cursors [19]. We only consider such queries if they have no argument (for
simplicity) and if they are exported (so that they are part of the abstract properties of
the object state as available to clients).
The intuition behind AQP is expressed by the following conjecture:
Boolean Query Conjecture: The argumentless boolean queries of a wellwritten class yield a partition of the corresponding object state space that
helps the effectiveness of testing strategies.
Argumentless queries indeed seem to play a key role in the understanding and use of
many classes; this suggests they may also be useful for partitioning object states to
obtain more representative test objects.
An abstract object state for a class will be determined by the values, true or false, of
all such queries. If a class has n queries, the number of abstract object states is 2n.
This is smaller, by many orders of magnitude, than the size of the full object state;
typical values of n, for classes we have examined, are less than a dozen. Still, 2n may
still be too high in practice, but we need only consider abstract states that satisfy the
class invariant; this generally reduces the size to a tractable value.
We have experimentally implemented AQP through a two-step strategy:
•

•

Using a constraint solver, currently SICStus [23], generate a first set of abstract
object states. This set is already filtered by the invariant, but using only the
invariant clauses that only involve abstract queries, since these are the only ones
that the constraint solver can handle; for example an invariant clause of the form
is_empty implies after will take part in this step, but not count < capacity,
involving integer-valued queries count (current size of the structure) and capacity
(maximum size).
Then, trim the abstract space further by reintroducing the invariant clauses
initially ignored and, with the help of a theorem prover, currently Simplify [11],
discarding states that would violate these clauses.

For a FIXED_LIST class close to the actual version in EiffelBase, the number of
abstract queries is 9, resulting in an abstract space with 512 elements. Constraint
solving reduces this number to 122, and theorem proving brings it down to 22.

This strategy suggests a new criterion for test coverage: boolean query coverage. A
set of tests for a class satisfies this criterion if and only if their execution covers all
the abstract object states that satisfy the class invariant. To achieve boolean query
coverage, we have developed a forward exploration process which:
•
•
•

Creates some objects through various creation procedures to generate an initial
set of abstract object states.
Executes exported routines in these states to produce more states.
Repeats this step until it either finds no new abstract object states or reaches a
predefined threshold (of number of calls, or of testing time).

Although AQP and this forward testing strategy are not yet part of the released
version of AutoTest, our experiments make the approach look promising. Applying
the ideas to a number of classes similar to classes of EiffelBase (but not yet identical
due to current limitations of the AQP implementation regarding inheritance) yields an
initial boolean query coverage of 80% or higher. Manual inspection of the results then
enables us quickly to uncover missing properties in invariants and, after filling them
in, to achieve 100% coverage. Running AutoTest with this improved strategy yields
significant improvements on the examples examined so far, as shown by Table 2.
Tested Class

LINKED_LIST
BINARY_TREE
ARRAYED_SET
FIXED_LIST

Random Testing
(current AutoTest)
Routine
Bugs
Coverage
Found
85% (79/93)
1
88% (87/99)
5
84% (58/69)
1
93% (81/87) 12

AutoTest extended with
AQP
Routine
Bugs
Coverage
Found
99% (92/93)
7
100% (99/99) 11
100% (69/69)
6
99% (86/87)
12

Table 2. Comparison of boolean query coverage with random testing

We are continuing our experiments and hope to include the AQP strategy in the
standard version of AutoTest.

8 Previous work
This section does not claim exhaustivity but simply cites some earlier work that we
have found useful in developing our ideas.
Binder [3] emphasizes the importance of using contracts as test oracles. Peters and
Parnas [24] use oracles derived from specifications, separate from the program.
The jmlunit tool [7, 8] pioneered some of the ideas used here, in particular the use
of postcondition contracts as oracles, and made the observation that a test that directly
causes a precondition violation does not signal a bug. In jmlunit as described in these
references, test suites remain the user’s responsibility.

The Korat system [4] is based on some of the same concepts as the present work;
to generate objects it does not use constructors but fills object fields and discards the
result if it does not satisfy the invariant. Using the actual constructors of the class
seems a more effective strategy.

9 Further development
Work is proceeding to improve the effectiveness of AutoTest in the various directions
cited earlier, in particular adaptive random testing and abstract query partitioning. We
are also performing systematic empirical evaluations of the effectiveness of various
strategies used by AutoTest or proposed for future extensions. In parallel, we are also
exploring the integration of testing techniques with other approaches, in particular
proofs.
A significant part of our current work is devoted to the usability of AutoTest for
ordinary software development. While AutoTest is currently a separate tool,
developers would benefit greatly if it were integrated into the standard IDE; such
efforts have now been made possible by the open-sourcing of the EiffelStudio
environment [12]. Such efforts are consistent with our goal of developing AutoTest
not only as a research vehicle, but more importantly as an everyday resource for
practicing developers determined to eradicate bugs from their software before they
have had the opportunity to harm.
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